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]n this note we prove the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let fez) = L~~o akzk (ao > 0, at, °for all k I) be
an entire function of order p(o < p < 00), type T and lower type
w(O < W T < 00). Then for any sequence P,,(x) of polynomials of degree
at most n, positire on [0, 00). we hare

(I)

Remark. This extends a result of Meinardus and Varga [2. Theorem 3]
and of Reddy [3. Theorem 0].

Proof Let E > 0. For all r some ro(E), we have

w(l - E) I'D :s; log M(r) T(I -l- E) r", (2)

where M(r) = Max'zi<r 1f(z)i .
From (2) it is easy to get for any 0 1 and all large r,

(3)

Now let us assume (I) is false. Then there exists an infinite sequence of
integers, I n1 < n2 < n3 < .... such that. for q = I. 2. 3•... ,

I
f(x) - p"o/(x)
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(4)
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Since lim J _ x f(x)- 00, for all large 11 there is an 1'" osuch that

27)1" 5)"
fern) = (4 {~ - 4 . (5)

Then from (4) and (5) we obtain, for all large q,

27 \ 1,'i' \ fill

(4 (--) ._.!).
\ ,())

(6)

(7)
5)2n'/1-d'(] ,J
4= g(q).

Otherwise, (4) would be contradicted. Set °=c (27/W)l p
; then from (3) and

(5) we get, for all large q,
2 1

f(rn"o);;:, {f(rn)}2(1-<)!llIc)_~ (4 (-z-)

But at X= rno, by using a result of Remez [I. pp. 534-·35] along with (6), we
get for all large q,

(8)

From (7) and (8) we get, for all large q, E being arbitrary,

27 )1/" . )-2n"(4 (~ - I 1 I
h(q) .' g(q)

I
Pn (rn 8)

'/ "

1
fern 0) ,

. '/

which contradicts (4), hence the result.
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